
2017 MPSSAA Field Hockey Quiz #2 - - Answers 

 

1. Goal; Rule 10-2-7.  The ball was not on a “path which would have resulted in it crossing 
the goal line” higher than 18 inches. 
 

2. Foul by the goalkeeper in the circle; Penalty Corner.  P. 69 Officials Guide WII 
Goalkeeping A 1&2.” …goalkeepers may move the ball away with their hand protector, 
arm or body, as part of saving a goal. 1. May do this in situations where attackers have 
an opportunity to score or attempt to score a goal…2.May do this to deny attackers the 
possibility of possession of another shot on goal,”.  Also refer to Rule 1-7-1b “May stop 
a ground ball with her body, hand or stick.”.  Setting up a punt does not involve a goal-
saving action or stopping a ground ball.  Also Rule 8-1-r “Goalkeeper placing the ball 
after catching an aerial.”. 
 

3. C; pg. 42 8.1.1 Situation A - Free hit to the opponent. Card if it continues to occur. 
 

4. 16-yard hit for the defense; pg. 64 Officials Guide III. Advantage Rule A. General 
Information 1 - “Avoid giving a double advantage – the opportunity to play the ball is 
present, but the player does not take the advantage – don’t stop play and give them 
another chance.”. 
 

5. The umpire should allow play to continue until the penalty corner is completed; Rule 10-
3-1 – “If the penalty corner is awarded at the end of the game, the game shall continue in 
order to complete the penalty corner unless scoring of the goal would not influence the 
outcome of the game. If time expires after the insertion from the end line, play shall 
continue until the penalty corner is completed.”. 
 

6. No call.  There is nothing in the rulebook that addresses air dribbling and the method 
used. 
 

7. Free hit for the defense outside of the circle at the broken line.  Deflections are penalized 
at the point of the action which caused the danger; Rule 8-1-f  states that “Raising the 
ball dangerously” and PEN 1 on pg. 41. 
 

8. This is permitted.  Rule 10-2-1 states that “A player taking a penalty corner shall have at 
least one foot completely outside the field of play…”.  The end lines are considered “in 
the field of play”. 


